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In [S], R. L. Griess has introduced the notion of code loops and factor 
sets. The operation of a code loop is described by a factor set defined on 
the related doubly even code. An important example is the Parker loop, 
which is related to the binary Golay code, and is used for constructions of 
non-associative commutative algebrqs for the Fischer-Griess Monster F, 
and the Fischer group Fz4 [2, 31. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a rather explicit definition of a 
factor set on the Golay code. In order to do this, we use the fact that the 
Golay code contains some subcode which can be regarded as an even code 
over IF, isomorphic to the Hexacode. This remarkable relation is already 
noticed by several authors Cl, S]. 
First we define a factor set on an arbitrary even code over [F, explicitly 
(Section 2, Theorem 1). By using this, we investigate a factor set on a 
doubly even code containing a subcode which can be regarded as an even 
self-dual code over [F,. A factor set on such a code is given in a simple 
form, if a factor set on some complement of the subcode is known 
(Section 3, Theorem 2). As a special case, we finish the construction of a 
factor set on the Golay code by giving a factor set on a complement of the 
Hexacode (Section 4, Theorem 3). 
1. CODE LOOPS AND FACTOR SETS 
We recall the notion of factor sets and code loops [S]. 
Let Q be a finite set, and 9(O) be the set of all subsets of 0. Then we 
can regard 9’(O) as a vector space over [F, by defining the sum A + B of 
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two subsets of Q as their symmetric difference (A u B) - (A n B). A sub- 
space % of P(Q) is called a doubly even code if and only if i A! = 0 (mod 4) 
for each A ES?. Then for any two elements -4: B of 97, we have [A n B! is 
even. 
A factor set is a function VP: ‘8 x%? -+ F2 such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(S) Cp(X, Xj=$ [Xi, 
if4 p(X. Y? -i q?( Y, X) = 4 IXn YI, 
(A) r~iX y)+cp(X+y,Z)+cp(Y,Z)+c~(~, Y+Z)=!XnYnZi, 
for all X. Y, ZE%. 
TWO factor sets rp, q’ are called equivalent if there exists a function 
w. % -+ Fz with X(O) = 0 such that *. 
0(X, Y) + q’(X, Y) = x(X) + z(Y) + x(X+ Y). 
A code loop (%, cp) is the set Fr x % with binary composition 
(a, A’). (b, Y) = (a + b + 40(X, Y), Xc Y). 
If two factor sets cp, cp’ are equivalent, then code loops (9?, VP), (%?, 47’) are 
isomorphic under the isomorphism 
(U, cp) + (%, cp’): (a, X) + (a + x(X), X). 
By Griess 151, given a doubly even code, a factor set cp exists, and is 
uniquely determined up to equivalence. 
In the following, we present several formulas about cardinality of the 
intersection of elements in a doubly even code (see [S] ). 
~IxnYI=$IXI+~IX+YI+tIYI (mod2). (1.1) 
~~(X+Y)~\ZI+~/X~(Y+Z)IE$\X~Y~+~IY~Z! (mod2). (1.2) 
IXnYnZI-tIXnYI+~IXnZI+tIXn(YfZ)I (mod2). (1.3) 
LEMMA 1. Let a function cp: % x % -+ F2 satisjj the condition (C). Then 
the condition (A) is equivalent to each of the ,foilowing conditions (L 1 ), ( Lz ): 
ii-,) cp(Xi- Y,Z)+dXZ)+dY,Zj 
+40(Y+Z,X)+cp(Y,Xjt~(Z,Xj=O, 
fL.J cg(x, Y+ z) + 41(x, Y) + p(x, z) 
+ q(Z, xi- Y) + cp(Z, X) + qdz, Y) = 0. 
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Proof By (C) and (1.3), the left-hand side of (L,) equals 
,g(X+ Y, Z) + q(X, Z) + cp( Y, Z) 
+ cp(K y+ Z) + cp(X Y) + cp(X Z) 
+~IXn(Y+Z)I+~IXnYI+~IXnZI 
= q(X, I’) + q(X+ Y, Z) + cp( Y, Z) 
+ cp(X, Y+ Z) + IA-n Yn ZI. 
This implies the equivalence of (A) and (L,). Similarly (L2) is equivalent 
to (A). 
Remark. It is not difficult to see that the factor set 40 can be taken to be 
linear on one argument. But we don’t use this fact. For instance, the factor 
set cpO defined in the next section is linear in neither argument. 
2. FACTOR SETS ON EVEN CODES OVER F, 
We denote the elements of [F, by 0 1, i;, j.‘, with i’+ E. + 1 = 0. An over- 
bar denotes the conjugation on [F,, that is, x =x2 for x E [F,. 
Let Z-P be an even code over IF,. That is, Z is a subspace of a vector 
space F;= (G=(v,, . . . . v,)] L’~ E [F, for all i}, and for each vector 1; = 
(c~)E .X, the weight wt(c) of r (i.e., the number of i with tii ~0) is even. 
Then by [S]: we have 
E.U= 2 ci.Ui=O forall v,u~X. 
i=l 
(2.1) 
We consider a 3n-element set r= S, v S, v . . . v S,, where Sj is a 
3-element set for each i. We denote the elements of Sj by the symbols lj, ii, 
1.:. For each x E [F,, we define a subset S,(a) by 
sic0 I= !a, 
S,(2) = si - {rni} (.x # 0). 
Then we have 
sj(l+ p) = S;(.r) + Sj( 8) for any x, fl E [F,. (2.2) 
For L: = (G,, . . . . c,~) EX, we define a subset E of r. that is, a vector of 
.9(r), by 
E = S,(o,) u S&c,) u . . . u S,;(tl,). 
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Then by (2.2) we have 
o+u=c7+ii for all c, u E X. (2.3) 
Hence the set 2 = {a 1 v E 2) is a subspace of Y(T). Moreover jG[ = 
2 wt(a). Since X is even, the code $? is doubly even. 
We will define a factor set qpo on 2. 
First we remark the isomorphism 0, 2: Z[w]/2Z[r9]Y where m = 
$(-I+ i-3). 
For r zE4, we define [z] E Z[m] by 
[O] = 0, Cl] = 1, [i”] = 0: [i’] = w2, 
and for o = (ci) . ..) c,) E Y?, we define [z] E Z[o]” by 
[tl] = (Cc,], . ..) [on]). 
We consider the natural hermitian form over Z[m]“, that is, (x, v) = 
Xl .J:1 + . . . +x, . j, for x = (x,, . . . . x,,), J = (or, . . . . y,) E Z[U]“: where ji 
denotes the complex conjugate of yi. 
Let t’, UEZ. Then ([cl, [u])modZZ[w]=c-G=O by (2.1). Hence 
(Cc], [u]) ~2Z[w]. We define a binary function pF: $? x z+? -+ 8, by 
I 
0 (ifi([a], [u])mod2Z[o]=Oor n) 
cpOit”ii)= (1 (if+([c]: [u])mod2k[o]=l orR’). 
Here & ([al> [u]) mod 2Z[m] is regarded as an element of ‘F4. 
Then we have the following: 
THEOREM 1. The function q,, is a factor ser. 
Proof. Let ~j = (c,), u= (u,), )I’= (,vijE.%. We check that this pD 
satisfies the conditions (S), (C), (A). 
(,Sj Since ([cl7 [ti])=wt(t.)=+ !El. we have q,,(c, a)=; 13. 
(C) Since (S) holds, it is sufftcient o show 
cpo(C, ii) + c&i?, i?) = (pO(C? 2) + q()(ii, ii) 
+ (p,(zzG, L2-G). (a) 
In fact, the right-hand side equals f IE r? ii\ by (1.1) and (S). For each 
j=l , . . . . n, we set 
pi = [Gi + Ui] ’ [Ci + Uj], 
Qi = CBil . C”jl + [U,] ’ [Vi] + [Oil ‘[lt;il+ [b!i] ‘m. 
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We will show Pi E Qi (mod 4) for each i. 
If uiui = 0, then clearly Pi = Q. Suppose tiiui #O. If ai = ui, then Pi = 0 
and Qi =4. If pi = jwk and I(; = Lh, k # h, then Pi = 1 and Qi = 
2+Wk+2h+m2k+h. Since kfh, we have u~+‘~+w’~+~= -1, and so 
Qi = 1. Hence in each case, we have Pi - Qi (mod 4) as required. 
Hence we have 4 C;= I (Pi + Qj) E 0 (mod 2), and this implies ( # ). 
(A) For each i= 1, . . . . n, we set 
pi = t (Coil . CM!;] + [Uj] ’ [W;] - [U; + U;] ’ [W;]), 
Qi = i (Cc;] . [lli] + [a;] mm- [c;] . [u; + w;]). 
We will show 
P;+Q;~~iiniTn~~nS;~ (mod 2). (##I 
Suppose uiuibvi =O. Then clearly both sides of (# #) are equal to 0, and 
thus ( # # ) holds. Hence we assume z’~z~~w~ # 0. The results of calculations 
are shown in the following table. Here a, b, c denote mutually distinct 
elements of (0, 1, 2). 
i.” 
2” 
2.” 
,tb 
i.6 
i” 1 1 2 
.C -1 -1 0 
ii -W2bfc W2bin 1 
ib -($-c -++b 1 
2” -&a--b (g-b 1 
Hence (# # ) is satisfied in the former two cases. As for the latter three 
cases, the equality c# + 01~ + wc = 0 implies Pi + Qi z 1 (mod 2) as 
required. 
Hence we have 
i (P;+Q;)-ICnfinC/ (mod 2 1, 
i=l 
and by the definitions of Pi, Qi, the left-hand side coincides with 
f(Cul, C~~‘l)-f(L-~+ul, Cwl) 
++(c~l, Cul)-i(C~I, Cu+wl). 
This implies (A), and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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3. FACTOR SETSON DOUBLY EVEN CODES CONTAISING 
EVEK SELF-DUAL CODES OVER F, 
In this section, we assume .X ( c %I;) is a self-dual even code over F,. 
That is, X= {cID.U=O for all UEX] [7]. 
Let .$ be the doubly even code which is defined in .9(F) (r= 
S, u .. . u S,, Si = {Ii, i.;, if>) as in Section 2. We consider a doubly even 
code containing 9. 
Let Q be a 4n-element set which contains F. Then the code 2 is regar- 
ded as a subspace of .9(Q). 
We define a map p: P(Q) -+ IFi as follows. Let X be a member of .9(Q). 
Then we define (J$ E [F, by 
(X)i=O~XnSi=SiOr@, 
(X)i = 3! -Xn Si = (Iti> Or Sj - (Oti>: 
for SIE iF;. We define p(X) = ((X),, . . . . (JQl) for XE.~‘(Q). Then 
p(X+ Y) = p(X) + p( Y) for any X, YE .9(Q). Moreover by the definition 
of 2, we have 
p(C) = c for each r E 2. (3.1) 
LEMMA 2. Let % (C 9(Q)) be a doubly even code containing 9. Thez 
&if?) = .x. 
Proof. Let 2; = (c,, . . . . u,) E X, XE V, and set p(X) = (x!, . . . . X-J. By the 
definition of p, we have 
lEnXnSi) - 
I 
1 (mod2) (ifO#ni#xifO) 
0 (mod 2) (otherwise). 
Since ?Z is doubly even and Cc& we have (CnX\ =X7=1 jCnXr:Sij is 
even. Hence we have 
~{i~O#ci#xi#O)(=~(i~O#.~i=i.z;~orL2cj)~ 
is even. By replacing 1: by i.c, I.20, we have 
I(ilO#xi=t~i}(-I(ilO#xj=ic,jl 
~I{i10#xi=i2ci)~ (mod2). 
This implies p(X) . F = 0. Since c is arbitrary, and .Z is seif-dual, we have 
p(X) E .A?. Hence (3.1) implies the assertion. 
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Set & = Ker(p) n %. Then % = ;r9 0 2 by Lemma 2 and (3.1). Let A, 
BE Ld, and L: E .X. Then the following holds: 
IAnBnCl=O (mod 2). (3.2) 
Hence by (1.3 ), we have 
~!(A+B)n~I+~(Anal+~IBn~I~O (mod2), (3.3) 
4IAn(B+~))+~IAnBI+f1,4n~J~O (mod2). (3.4) 
Suppose ‘pr is a factor set defined on d. In the next section, we will 
define q, on a special case related to the Golay code. We denote by q0 the 
factor set on .$? defined in Section 2. We define a function cp: V x % --, F, by 
for A, BEG?, and L:, UE%. 
THEOREM 2. The function 40 is a factor. set. 
Pro@ We check the properties (S), (C), (A). Notice that (pi, q+, satisfy 
(s)? (Cl, (A). 
(S) cp(A+iT,A++)=cp,(A,A)+cp,(~,zT)+~~AniY+IAnfil 
=+IAI+~lCl+~~IAniYl 
=+(A+CI (by (1.1)). 
(C) p(A+E,B+ii)+q(B+C,A+C) 
=q,(A,B)+cp,(C, ii)++jBnC( +(A nEnB( 
+cpl(B~A)+~p,(ii,a)+~IAnllI+IBnan~I 
=fJAnBI+tI~nllJ+~IAn~(+tIAr,(~+n)l 
+~lBniil+~IBn(C+ii)I (by (1.3)). 
On the other hand, by (1.2) 
4((A+iY)n(B+C)l=fIAn(B+fi+iY)(+qIAnEI+$ICn(B+z.i)i 
=f(AnB(++IAn(11+C)( 
+fJAn~I+5IBniil+4IBn(d+1?)) 
+4 ICnii( (by (3.4), (1.2)). 
Hence we have (C j. 
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(A) We set X=cp(A+a, (B+c)+(C+r?))+cp(A+a, B-l-G)+ 
(~(-4 + 2: C+ 12). Then by the definition of q, we have 
x=~!(A:B+C)+cpo(~,ii+,i;)+ti~n(B+C)I+I.Ar\~n(ii;+I~)i 
+y!(A,B)+y,(~?ii)+tlansltIAn~rlI?; 
+yp:(-4, C)+y,(iT, 3)+4 Iv”nCl+ [Aoanq 
=y1(A, B+C)+yl(A, B)+yl(A, C) 
+ yo(c, ii + IT) + yo(f, ii) + yo(iT, IT) (by (3.3)) 
Similarly we have 
6”(C+1~,(A+tl)+(B+ii))+y(C+~,At~)+y(C-t~,B+~) 
=cP,!C,~$-~)+yl(.C,~)+cp,(C,~j 
+ yo(k, E + ii) + yo( lT’, t?) + yo(kT, ii). 
By Lemma I, it is equal to X. Hence Lemma 1 implies that y satisfies the 
condition (A). 
4. A FACTOR SET ON m GOLAY CODE 
In this section, we consider the Golay code. The corresponding loop is 
the Parker loop. We use the notation in previous sections, and put I? = 6. 
First we define the Hexacode X, an even self-duai code over F,, as 
Then it is easily seen that dim(Z) = 3, and 2 is even and self-dual. In 
fact, an easy counting shows that 2 contains 45 vectors of weight 4, and 
18 vectors of weight 6. For the characterization of the Hexacode, see KS, 
Theorem 271. 
We denote the elements of D - r by 0,, . . . . 0,. We set Ti = SI v (Oi> for 
each i. Then Q= T, v ... v T6. 
For each i= 1, . . . . 6, we set Fi = (O,, 02, . . . . 0,) + Ti. Tlnen iFi\ = 8, and 
xFi + Fj = T, + Ti for each i, j. 
We put d = (Fl: F2, . . . . F6). Clearly p(d) = (0). 
LEMMA 3 (see Conway [ 1 ] and Tasaka [S] ). The code ;S: = .sf @ .s? Is 
isomorphic to the Golay code. (See the remark at the end of this section.) 
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For A=Fi, + . . . + F, E dpe, we call A is of even type (resp. odd type) if r 
is even (resp. odd). 
We will prove 
IA, n ..- nA,j =O (mod 4), 
if A I, -0.3 A, are of even type, (4-l) 
IAnBnC(z+IBnCI (mod 21, 
if A is odd, and B, C are even. (4.2) 
If A is of even type, then A is a sum of some Tis. Hence the intersection 
of some elements of even type is a sum of some T:s, and so we have (4.1). 
If ‘4 is of odd type, then Tj n A = (Oi} or Si for each i. This implies (4.2). 
We define a function vi : d x d + IF, as 
{IAnB( (A, B: even type) 
‘pi(A, B) = 
f IAnBI (A: even type; B: odd type) 
$ Ml (A, B: odd type) 
0 (A: odd type; B: even type). 
THEOREM 3. The function q1 is a factor set. 
ProoJ: The conditions (S), (C) are easily verified. 
In order to prove (A), we will show that ‘pi is linear in the second 
argument, that is, 
cp,(A, B+ Cl = v,,(A, B) + ~(4 C) 
for any A, B, C of ~2. 
(if##) 
If A is of odd type, then ( # # # ) is easily verified. 
Let A be of even type. If B, C are of odd type, then B+ C is of even type. 
By (4.2), we have 
cp,(A,B+C)=~JAn(B+C)I=jAn(B+C)nCI=IAnBnC/. 
On the other hand, f [An (B+ C)l =0 by (4.1). Hence we have 
cpl(A,B)+cpl(A,C)=f(AnBI+~IAnCI=IAnBnC( 
by (1.3). Hence we have ( # # # ). 
If just one of B, C is of odd type, then B+ C is odd. Hence we may 
assume that both B and C are of even type. Then 
cpl(A, B+ Cl + cp,(A, B) + q,(A, C) 
=~IAn(B+C)I+$IAnBI+~IAnCI=$IAnBnCI=O 
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by (1.3) and (4.1). By Lemma 1, qol satisfies the condition (A), and the 
proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
Remark. We have defined the Hexacode so that the set of the octads 
(that is, &element subsets in +Z) coincides with that obtained from Curtis’ 
MOG [4] by arranging the elements of 52 into a 6 x 4 array whose 4 rows 
correspond to the elements 0, 1, 2, I.* of [F,, while its 6 columns correspond 
to six T,‘s. 
For example, the octad F,+F,+F,+F5+F~$~, c=(O,l:OT 
1: I.‘, 2) E 2, is represented as 
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